














































































































































“A house is my center.  It’s where I do all my everday things.  It’s my entire
security.  You are there if your house is there.  If you have no house, you
have no security, you are nothing.  If I don’t have a house, I have no reason
to live, no aim.  I am empty.  And if I have nothing to look forward to, then I
am like an animal.  A house is not just a place to eat and sleep in; it gives
me an identity.  In my house I can socialize.  I can ask my friends over and
I can be proud.  Without this, I am not human, but just an animal.”

Aziz Fatima, Orangi Town, Karachi

“When I think of the urban poor, I have tears in my
eyes and anger in my heart.  If we bind together
and unify as one body, and if we struggle for
each other, and if we make efforts for all of us,
then eventually we will succeed.  And with our
success, a free and liberated human world will
exist.  I am certain of that success, because all of
you are here.   Let us hope together and make a
network with one another, so the world will hear
our song of liberation.  I welcome you.”

Ko Kwang Sung, urban poor leader, Seoul

“The purest form of culture and spirituality is
always found among the poor.  The poor
share their rice, bread, work, joy and prob-
lems with one another.  We live in Asia by
sharing.”

   Father Yong Ho Choo, Catholic Priest, Seoul

“We are pavement dwellers.  Our main problem is demolition, be-
cause we have no legal status on the pavement.  We began forming
an organization of pavement dwellers.  When the police come to tear
down our huts, we stand in front of our houses and resist.  Time after
time the police have demolished our settlements.  We didn’t realize
that the police could only legally demolish our plastic sheets and
bamboo poles.  But often they also took away our utensils and all our
belongings.  When we knew the law, we appealed to the court and we
won our case.  We won compensation worth 15,000 rupees.  It was the
first time we won.  Though we were illegal occupants, we were able to
prove ourselves.”

Laxmi Naidu, pavement settlement dweller, Bombay




